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Abstract — How to control the access of the huge amount of cloud becomes a very challenging
issue, especially when cloud are stored in the cloud. Cipher text-policy attribute-based
encryption (CP-ABE) is a promising encryption technique that enables end-users to encrypt their
data under the access policies defined over some attributes of data consumers and only allows
data consumers whose attributes satisfy the access policies to decrypt the data[1]. In CP-ABE,
the access policy is attached to the cipher text in plaintext form, which may also leak some
private information about end-users. Existing methods only partially hide the attribute values in
the access policies, while the attribute names are still unprotected. In this paper, we propose an
efficient and fine-grained cloud access control scheme with privacy-preserving policy [3].
Specifically, we hide the whole attribute (rather than only its values) in the access policies. To
assist data decryption, we also design a novel attribute bloom filter to evaluate whether an
attribute is in the access policy and locate the exact position in the access policy if it is in the
access policy. Security analysis and performance evaluation show that our scheme can preserve
the privacy from any linear secret-sharing schemes access policy without employing much
overhead.
Keywords- Access Control, Cloud, Privacy Preserving Policy.
I.INTRODUCTION
IN The era of cloud, a huge amount of data
can be generatedquickly from various
sources (e.g., smart phones,sensors,
machines, social networks, etc.). Toward
these cloud, conventional computer systems
are not competent to storeand process these
data. Due to the flexible and elastic
computingresources, cloud computing is a
natural fit for storingand processing cloud
[1],
[2].
With
cloud
computing,
endusersstore their data into the cloud, and
rely on the cloudserver to share their data to
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other users (data consumers). Inorder to only
share end-users’ data to authorized users, it
isnecessary to design access control
mechanisms according tothe requirements of
end-users. Cloud is a term that refers to data
sets or combinations of data sets whose size
(volume), complexity (variability), and rate
of growth (velocity) make them difficult to
be captured, managed, processed or
analyzed by conventional technologies and
tools, such as relational databases and
desktop statistics or visualization packages,
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within the time necessary to make them
useful. While the size used to determine
whether a particular data set is considered
cloud is not firmly defined and continues to
change over time, most analysts and
practitioners currently refer to data sets from
30- 50 terabytes(10 12 or 1000 gigabytes per
terabyte) to multiple petabytes (1015 or
1000 terabytes per petabyte) as cloud.[4]
When outsourcing data into the cloud, endusers losethe physical control of their data.
Moreover, cloud serviceproviders are not
fully-trusted by end-users, which makes
theaccess control more challenging. For
example, if the traditionalaccess control
mechanisms (e.g., access control lists)are
applied, the cloud server becomes the judge
to evaluate the access policy and make
access decision. Thus, end-users mayworry
that the cloud server may make wrong
access
decisionintentionally
or
unintentionally, and disclose their data to
someunauthorized users. In order to enable
end-users to control theaccess of their own
data,
some
attribute-based
access
controlschemes [3]–[5] are proposed by
leveraging attribute-basedencryption [6],
[7]. In attribute-based access control, endusersfirst define access policies for their data
and encrypt the dataunder these access
policies. Only the users whose attributescan
satisfy the access policy are eligible to
decrypt the data.The analysis of Cloud
involves multiple distinct phases as shown
in the figure below, each of which
introduces challenges. Many people
unfortunately
focus
just
on
the
analysis/modeling phase: while that phase is
crucial, it is of little use without the other
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phases of the data analysis pipeline. Even in
the analysis phase, which has received much
attention, there are poorly understood
complexities in the context of multi-tenanted
clusters where several users’ programs run
concurrently. Many significant challenges
extend beyond the analysis phase. For
example, Cloud has to be managed in
context, which may be noisy, heterogeneous
and not include an upfront model. Doing so
raises the need to track provenance and to
handle uncertainty and error: topics that are
crucial to success, and yet rarely mentioned
in the same breath as Cloud. Similarly, the
questions to the data analysis pipeline will
typically not all be laid out in advance. It
may need to figure out good questions based
on the data. Doing this will require smarter
systems and also better support for user
interaction with the analysis pipeline. In
fact, there is a major bottleneck in the
number of people empowered to ask
questions of the data and analyze it. It can
drastically increase this number Big
knowledge may be a term that refers to
knowledge sets or mixtures of knowledge
sets whose size (volume), quality
(variability), and rate of growth (velocity)
build them troublesome to be captured,
managed, processed or analyzed by standard
technologies and tools, like relative
databases and desktop statistics or image
packages, among the time necessary to form
them helpful. whereas the dimensions
accustomed verify whether or not a selected
knowledge set is taken into account huge
knowledge isn't firmly outlined and
continues to vary over time, most analysts
and practitioners presently talk to
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knowledge sets from 30-50 terabytes(10
twelve or a thousand gigabytes per terabyte)
to multiple petabytes (1015 or a thousand
terabytes per petabyte) as huge knowledge.
The analysis of massive knowledge involves
multiple distinct phases as shown within the
figure below, every of that introduces
challenges. many folks sadly focus simply
on the analysis/modeling part: whereas that
phase is crucial, it's of very little use while
not the opposite phases of the info analysis
pipeline. Even within the analysis part, that
has received a lot of attention, there square
measure poorly understood complexities
within the context of multi-tenanted clusters
wherever many users’ programs run at the
same time. several important challenges
extend on the far side the analysis part. for
instance, huge knowledge should be
managed in context, which can be reedy,
heterogeneous Associate in Nursing not
embody an direct model. Doing therefore
raises the requirement to trace place of
origin and to handle uncertainty and error:
topics that square measure crucial to
success, and nevertheless seldom mentioned
within the same breath as huge knowledge.
Similarly, the inquiries to the info analysis
pipeline can generally not all be arranged
move into advance. itshould have to be
compelled to understand smart queries
supported the info. Doing this may need
smarter systems and additionally higher
support for user interaction with the analysis
pipeline. In fact, there's a significant
bottleneck within the range of individuals
authorized to raise queries of the info and
analyze it. It will drastically increase this
range by supporting several levels of
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engagement with the info, not all requiring
deep information experience. Solutions to
issues like this may not come back from
progressive enhancements to business as
was common like trade may build on its
own.
Fortuitously,
existing
process
techniques may be applied, either as is or
with some extensions, to a minimum of
some aspects of the massive knowledge
drawback. for instance, relative knowledge
bases have faith in the notion of logical data
independence: users will trust what they
require to work out, whereas the system
(with adept engineers coming up with those
systems) determines the way to work out it
with efficiency. Similarly, the SQL normal
and also the relative knowledge model offer
a consistent, powerful language to specific
several question desires and, in essence,
permit customers to decide on between
vendors, increasing competition. The
challenge previous Maine is to mix these
healthy options of previous systems. Map
scale back has emerged as a preferred thanks
to harness the ability of huge clusters of
computers. Map scale back permits
programmers to assume in a very datacentric fashion: they concentrate on
applying transformations to sets of
knowledge records, and permit the main
points of distributed execution, network
communication and fault tolerance to be
handled by the Map scale back framework.
Map scale back is often applied to massive
batch-oriented computations that square
measure involved primarily with time to job
completion. The Google Map scale back
framework and ASCII text file Hadoop
system reinforce this usage model through a
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batch-processing implementation strategy:
the whole output of every map and scale
back task is materialized to a neighborhood
file before it may be consumed by
subsequent stage. Materialization permits
for an easy and chic checkpoint/restart fault
tolerance mechanism that's vital in massive
deployments, that have a high likelihood of
slowdowns or failures at employee nodes.
II.LITERATURESURVEY
1)
Title:
Privacy-Preserving
Data
Publishing:
A
Survey
of
Recent
Developments Written By: BENJAMIN C.
M. FUNG, KE WANG, RUI CHEN,
PHILIP S.YU.
The collection of digital info by
governments, companies, and people has
created tremendous opportunities for
knowledge- and information-based higher
cognitive process. Driven by mutual
advantages, or by laws that need sure
knowledge to be printed, there's a
requirement for the exchange and
publication of knowledge among varied
parties. knowledge in its original type,
however, usually contains sensitive info
regarding people, and commercial enterprise
such knowledge can violate individual
privacy. this apply in knowledge
commercial enterprise depends principally
on policies and tips on what sorts of
knowledge will be printed and on
agreements on the utilization of printed
knowledge. This approach alone might
cause excessive knowledge distortion or
short
protection.
Privacy-preserving
knowledge commercial enterprise (PPDP)
provides ways and tools for commercial
enterprise helpful info whereas protective
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knowledge privacy. Recently, PPDP has
received respectable attention in analysis
communities, and plenty of approaches are
projected for various knowledge commercial
enterprise situations. during this survey,
we'll consistently summarize and value
totally different approaches to PPDP, study
the challenges in sensible knowledge
commercial enterprise, clarify the variations
and needs that distinguish PPDP from
different connected issues, and propose
future analysis directions.
2) Title:Efficient Discovery of Deidentification Policies Through a RiskUtility Frontier Written By: Weiyi Xia,
Raymond Heatherly, XiaofengDing
Modern
data
technologies
modify
organizations to capture giant quantities of
person-specific
knowledge
whereas
providing
routine
services.
several
organizations hope, or area unit de jure
needed, to share such knowledge for
secondary
functions
(e.g.validationof
analysis findings) during a de-identified
manner. In previous work, it had been
shown de-identification policy alternatives
might be sculpturesque on a lattice, that
might be looked for policies that met
aprespecifiedriskthreshold(e.g.,chanceofreidentification).However,thesearchwasrestrict
edinmanywaysthat. First, its definition of
utility was syntactical supported the extent
of the lattice - and not linguistics - based
mostly on the particular changes evoked
within the ensuing knowledge. Second, the
edge might not be famous beforehand. The
goal of this work is to create the optimum
set of policies that trade-off between privacy
risk (R) and utility (U), that we have a
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tendency to ask as a R-U frontier. To model
this drawback, we have a tendency to introduce a linguistics definition of utility,
supported scientific theory, that's compatible
with the lattice illustration of policies. To
unravel the matter, we have a tendency to at
first build a group of policies that outline a
frontier. We have a tendency to then use a
probability-guided heuristic to go looking
the lattice for policies possible to update the
frontier. To demonstrate the effectiveness of
our approach, we have a tendency to
perform associate degree empirical analysis
with the Adult dataset of the UCI Machine
Learning Repository. We show that our
approach will construct a frontier nearer to
optimum than competitive approaches by
looking a smaller range of policies.
additionally, we have a tendency to show
that a often followed de-identification policy
(i.e., the porcupine provision customary of
the HIPAA Privacy Rule) is suboptimal as
compared to the frontier discovered by our
approach.
3) Title:l -Diversity: Privacy BeyondkAnonymity
Written
By:
Ashwin
Machanavajjhala, Johannes Gehrke, Daniel
Kifer
Publishing knowledge regarding people
while not revealing sensitive data regarding
them is a vital downside. In recent years, a
replacement definition of privacy referred to
as k-anonymity has gained quality. during a
k-anonymized dataset, every record is
indistinguishable from a minimum of k −1
different records with relation to bound
“identifying” attributes. during this paper we
have a tendency to show with 2 easy attacks
that a k-anonymized dataset has some
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refined, however severe privacy problems.
First, we have a tendency to show that AN
offender will discover the values
of
sensitive attributes once there's very little
diversity in those sensitive attributes.
Second,
attackers
typically
have
background, and that we show that kanonymity doesn't guarantee privacy against
attackers mistreatment background. We
have a tendency to provides a careful
analysis of those 2 at- tacks and that we
propose a unique and powerful privacy
definition referred to as -diversity.
Additionally to assembling a proper
foundation for-diversity, we have a tendency
to show in AN experimental analysis that diversity is sensible and may be enforced
withefficiency.
4) Title: k-ANONYMITY: A MODEL FOR
PROTECTING PRIVACY Written By:
LATANYASWEENEY
Consider a knowledge holder, like a hospital
or a bank, that encompasses a in camera
control assortment of person- specific, field
structured
knowledge.
Suppose
the
information holder desires to share a version
of the information with researchers.
However
wills
a
knowledge
holderunharnessed a version of its personal
knowledge with scientific guarantees that
the people United Nations agency square
measure the themes of the data cannot be reidentified whereas the information stays
much useful? The answer provided during
this paper includes a proper protection
model named face- anonymity and a
collection of related policies for preparation.
A unharness provides fc-anonymity
protection if info for every person contained
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within the unharness cannot be distinguished
from a minimum of k-\ people whose
information conjointly seems within the
unharness. This paper conjointly examines
re-identification
attacks
which
will
beaccomplished on releases that adhere to knamelessness unless related policies square
measure revered. The fc- anonymity
protection model is vital as a result of it
forms the premise on that the real-world
systems called Data fly, |i- Argus and fcSimilar offer guarantees of privacy
protection
III.PROPOSED SYSTEM
1) We propose an efficient and fine-gained
cloud access control scheme with privacypreserving policy, where the whole
attributes are hidden in the access policy
rather than only the values of theattributes.
2) We also design a novel Attribute Bloom
Filter to evaluate whether an attribute is in
the access policy and locate the exact
position in the access policy if it is in the
accesspolicy.
3) We further give the security proof and
performance evaluation of our proposed
scheme, which demonstrate that our scheme
can preserve the privacy from any LSSS
access
policy
without
employing
muchoverhead.
III.SYSTEMARCHITECTURE
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Definition of System Model:
We consider the cloud access control
system, as shown in Fig. 1. The system
consists
of
five
entities,
namely
cloudservers, attribute authority, end-users,
and data consumers.
1) Cloud Servers: Cloud Servers are
employed to store,share and process cloud in
the system. The cloud servers are managed
by cloud service providers, who are not in
thesame trust domain as end-users. Thus,
cloud servers cannotbe trusted by end-users
to enforce the access policy and makeaccess
decisions. We also assume that the cloud
server cannot collude with any end-users or
data consumers.
2) Attribute Authority: The attribute
authority manages allthe attributes in the
system and assigns attributes chosen from
the attribute space to end-users. It is also a
key generation center,where the public
parameters
are
generated.
It
also
grantsdifferent access privileges to end-users
by issuing secret keysaccording to their
attributes. The attribute authority is
assumedto be fully trusted in the system.
3) End-User: End-users are the data
owners/producers whooutsource their data
into the cloud. They also would like to
control the access of their data by encrypting
the data withCP-ABE. End-users are
assumed to be honest in the system.
4) Data Consumers: Data consumers request
the data fromcloud servers. Only when their
attributes can satisfy the access
policies of the data, data consumers can
decrypt the data.However, data consumers
may try to collude together to access
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some data that are not accessible
individually.
IV.
CONCLUSION
AND
FUTURESCOPE
In this paper, we've got planned associate
economical and fine-grained information
access management theme for large
information, wherever the access policy
won't leak any privacy data. completely
different from the present strategies that
solely part hide the attribute values within
the access policies, our technique will hide
the complete attribute (rather than solely its
values) within the access policies. However,
this could result in nice challenges and
difficulties for legal information shoppers to
decode information. To address this
downside, we've got additionally designed
associateattribute localization formula to
judge whether or not associate attribute is
within the access policy. so as to enhance
the potency, a unique Attribute Bloom Filter
has been designed to find the precise row
numbers of attributes within the access
matrix. we've got additionally incontestable
that our theme is by selection secure against
chosen plaintext attacks. Moreover, we've
got
enforced
the
ABF
by
victimizationMurmur Hash and also the
access management theme to indicate that
our theme will preserve the privacy from
any LSSS access policy while not using
abundant overhead. In our future work, we'll
specialize in the way to affect the offline
attribute idea attack that check the idea
“attribute strings” by regularly querying the
ABF
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